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Application Spotlight
Part Out Detection In Stamping Using MicroMote Miniature Light Band Sensors
Reliable, Dependable, Repeatable detection of small finished parts in the “Part Exit/Part-Out” function of progressive metal stamping

Stamping die lubrication mist, fast moving or tumbling parts exiting in the last phase of the progressive metal stamping operation or unusually shaped parts 
can often create a challenge for today’s metal formers who monitor their stamping processes with sensors.  There are multiple ways to solve part out/
part exit monitoring, using a wide range of off-the-shelf sensing technologies, among them, photoelectric technologies.  But we all know the challenge of 
photoelectric sensing in the presence of die lube mist, dirt/dust and/or other hostilities in the manufacturing environment.  Just as with a pair of eyeglasses, 
when sensor optics become heavily occluded, their sensing capabilities are often rendered ineffective or downright useless, especially with single beam 
technologies that only detect a specific zone of coverage in the parts-exit area of the stamping die.  Non-safety rated light grids (such as the Balluff BLG 
family of products) have been used with a very high degree of success, as they have a very impressive range of operation, enabling them to cover a wide 
sensing area and are able to be placed far away from parts (especially large to medium sized finished goods) exiting the die in the “danger zone”.  But very 
small, often rapid moving progressive stamping often prohibits the use of these devices because of dimension or limited mounting space in these cramped, 
tight locations.  What can be used for reliable detection of smaller parts exiting a die when space is a consideration? 

Ordering Code Part Number Description

BOH0024 BOH AR-R113-010-01-S49F MicroMote Light Band Sensor, red 1

BOH002M BOH AI-R165-011-01-S49F MicroMote Light Band Sensor, infrared 2

BAE00NJ BAE SA-OH-040-PP-DV02 Amplifier 3

1 2 3

Reliable detection of finished parts exiting progressive stamping operations using Balluff MicroMote Light Band Sensors (miniature emitter-
receiver light grid arrays)

For detection of small parts exiting the progressive stamping operation, this application employs two versions of the MicroMote Light Band sensor array 
to accommodate specific part sizes that require detection.  Both the 30 mm grid length version with red light emission (fairly dry environment with very 
small parts exiting the die, suitable for red emission) and the 80 mm grid length model (infrared emission, higher excess gain, suitable for misty die lube 
environments)  The 30 mm, red emission version has a working distance between 40 and 200m and the 80mm infrared model has a working distance 
between 50 and 500 mm.  Both require a separate amplifier.  Typically, customers “bunker” these arrays in heavy steel for added protection, which is always 
a good idea in heavy duty operations.


